2016/17
Summer 1
Year 5
Home Learning Passport
Grazebrook Primary School
Year 5 Home Learning is due to be completed and returned
in your Purple Book by Monday 22nd May 2017. Please
remember that you should complete at least two pieces of
Home Learning from the passport.

Grazebrook Primary School
New Wave Federation
At the beginning of each half term, class
teachers set the ‘Home Learning Passport’
activities for English and IPC. You should
choose to complete at least one of the activities from each of the two areas but you can
choose to do more. These can be completed
in your purple book or, if they are a model or
project, they can be completed separately.
These pieces can be handed to the teacher
any time before the date given inside the
booklet. Each Friday, class teachers will give
Mathematics home learning in your book.
This will reflect on the work you have been
completing in class. This should be completed
and returned for marking by Monday of the
following week.
Home Learning at Grazebrook
Skills Tasks:
DT: Design your own windmill take inspiration either from oldfashioned windmills or modern wind
turbines. Which ever you choose, your

Knowledge Tasks:

windmill must move in the wind!

International: Make an energy fact map.
Label a map of the world showing energy
facts about different countries e.g. China is
the biggest user of coal in the world, the USA
is the biggest user of nuclear power, France is
the second biggest user of nuclear.

Maths: Conduct an opinion poll!! Take one
or two of the issues from our Party Manifesto (Film Project in English) and create a
few questions about them to ask friends,
family or classmates e.g. Would you be prepared to pay more for electricity from re-

Writing: Write a discursive article about the
advantages and disadvantages of nuclear
power. Remember an introduction and
conclusion, supporting arguments for each

newable sources such as wind and sun?
Then present your findings using a bar or
line graph.

point of view and conditional
language (e.g. some people say,

Don’t forget to read your Accelerated Reader Books
and write three entries in the Reading Journal, practise your Weekly spelling words in time for your test
and learn your times tables.

many people argue, it could be
said).

